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“Follow The Evidence” … in which we conclude via Forensic Analysis that even 
Wikipedia “disseminates massive amounts of “fake news”: 
What we know from official Live Feeds, Tweet evidence, Photos on 1/6/2021 about 
WHO is responsible for “The Siege” that has served 
 to re-impeach Donald J Trump . 
 
 

 
 
 also see precursor papers: 
 

Forensic Facts Re SpeakerPelosi Sec1 to 9  

link: https://www.scribd.com/document/491169866/Forensic-Facts-Re-SpeakerPelosi-
Sec1-to-9  
 

And/Or “RAW DATA _ a Conflict of Realities 

Link:  https://www.scribd.com/document/490715309/RAW-DATA-a-Conflict-of-Realities  
  
Source: www.scribd.com search “dgb3dgb” 
 

FORENSIC CONCLUSIONS:  or scroll to Section10F below~ 

 (note: “Chyron”  used below refers to the news feed running acoss 
 the bottom of any given newsfeed / video) 
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FINAL ANALYSIS _ WHAT WE KNOW AFTER FURTHER RESEARCH 
EVIDENCE GATHERING since 1/6/2021  

Evidence for conclusions Reached regarding THE FACTS  is below  in 
Section 10A thru Section 10E  -  
Certain Forensic Timeline Conclusions based on Analysis of Section 
10 Evidentiary Exhibits entered below: 

 The “Violent Breach” in fact occurred before 11:30 AM EST, and 
NOT during the Elector Certification Debates 
   

 The shots were fired abt 10:45-11:45 AM EST, per a variety of 
Tweets sent that day. Video Live Feeds from Chambers. 
 

 Notham sent backup, according to him, about 12:25 PM EST 
“after speaking to Pelosi and Schumer”. WHERE did he send it?  
To the Ellipse? 
 

 An admittance was effected / “second breach” was witnessed 
about 12:53 PM EST at the front of the building, as a group of 
pedestrians walking were allowed in by law enforcement and 
followed in line between the red velvet rope restraints in place 
inside the bldg: this was a secondary / peaceful entry into the 
building. 
 

 Pelosi’s office  “breached” (reported via press tweets) at 12:55 
PM EST: by an “intruder”.(At 12:55 PM EST a photo is sent in a 
tweet of a person sitting at Pelosi’s desk, with a discarded flag, a 
cell phone, and his feet up. Several Tweets go out showing this 
12:55 photo. ) 
 

 Pence gavels in the Joint Session just after 1:00 PM EST. Pelosi 
was on the Dais with him, instructing on the limits to the number 
of member’s allowed to be on the floor of the Chamber “due to 
Covid”. There was zero Public notice given by Pelosi or anyone 
else during the Gavel-in by either Pence(1:03 PM EST)  or Pelosi  
(1:20 PM EST) of any disturbance. 
 

 FACT:  



THE VIOLENCE THAT ALREADY OCCURRED pre- gaveling to 
order by 1:03 PM EST  WAS DELIBERATELY NOT READ INTO 
THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of the 1/6/2021 JOINT-
SESSION OF CONGRESS re: Certifying Electoral Votes…  
 

 Above failure to Record : Shows either Failure of the VP/Speaker  
to record the disturbances in the Federal Record; or wittingly 
pre-meditating the Record Omission by Speaker Pelosi to 
facilitate Trump Removal / later blame/charge Trump for 
“Inciting an Insurrection”.  This Omission occurred AFTER 
learning President Trump waited an Hour, before beginning his 
Ellipse Stage address, a fact that would have exonerated him 
when held against a potetial Congressional Record of the 
Capitol violence: immediately upon comparison of TWO each 
Federal Records, Pelosi’s Flashpoint Impeachment would have 
failed. 
 

 No speaker took the Ellipse stage between 11AM EST and 12:05 
PM EST. The throng waited in place. No announcements were 
made until the one introducing to onlookers the President of the 
United States at 12:06 PM EST. 
 

 Tweets went out from Dems calling for Trump to denounce the 
rioting, beginning before the Joint Session, and continuing until 
as late as 1:10 PM & beyond (See Biden tweets below, Section 
10C) while the President was still 35 minutes away at the Ellipse 
Stage, addressing the citizens assembled before striking out as 
pedestrians for the march to the Capitol Bldg after 1:20 PM. 
 

 President Trump spoke on the Stage at the Ellipse from 12:05 
PM EST until 1:17 PM, ergo “Trump Supporters” were elsewhere 
engaged during the bulk of the “Siege” which began before 11-
11:30 AM EST.  
 

 The Ellipse stage by 1:20 PM EST still had a full throng of1 
Million+ viewers filling the space between the Washington 
Monument and the White House and westward, waiting to hear 
the President speak to them. From there to the Capitol Bldg is 35 
minutes for a person walking alone. 



 

 The AZ Electors were contested in the Alphabet reading to the 
Joint Session which had begun at 1:03, , and at 1:15 Pence 
divided the Senate from the House for deliberations in separate 
chambers of the Capitol Bldg..at 1:20 PM EST Nancy Pelosi 
gaveled to order the separated House Chamber for 
deliberations.  Still no public notification to the members of the 
“disturbance”. Per Review of multiple Live Federal Chamber 
Feeds, public notification was never made in Chambers. 
 

 The Ellipse Stage closed at 1:20-1:30.  “Trump Supporters” 
would not have arrived at the Capitol Building before 1:55 – 2:00 
unless ALL who went Ran the full 1.5 mile distance en-masse. 
  

 No informants/secret service/ NG/ Military/etc ever took the 
stage from 11:00AM EST -1:20 PM EST or after., including during 
the President’s addressing the people for the entirety of his 
speech. Ergo, the President remained unaware of the “Siege” 
until after 1:20 PM when the President had just left the stage and 
the crowd had not begun to disperse. 
 

 The Chyron in the House Chamber Live Feed on 1/06/2021, 
carried by others including RSBN, was being manipulated with 
selective headlines. Possibly guidance keys for release of 
delayed “siege” information via tweets, media break-ins, etc. 
 

 The House Chamber was in recess Twice between 2:20 and 2:40: 
Pelosi was not present for either recess. 
 

 Nancy Pelosi had a remnant stack of Access Passes on her desk 
as of 12:55 PM EST. 
 

 Once, when the audio &  eed went dead after Pelosi had left the 
Speakers Chair Podium unannounced; Again, after the AZ Rep 
finished his remarks following the live-feed return from “dead 
Air”/recess card viewed on the Live Feed 6 minutes earlier. 
 

 There was never a comment from either the house or senate 
podiums about unauthorized people being in the chambers or 



even in the Capitol Building during any Chamber Live Feed at 
any time. Timestamped Real-time Tweets are the source 
evidence for ALL of those reports. 
 

 Pelosi in the days that followed based her Impeachment drive 
solely on the days’ events 1/06/2021. 
 

 This drive occurred not based on investigation, but on 
disinformation as reported by various well-placed Media reports, 
outlets, professional associates of hers, and journalists either 
unaware of or manipulative of the facts as stated here.  
 

 This adds to Speaker Pelosi’s opportunities and motives for 
culpability in the events of the day. 
 

 It would be further helpful to know the source of the Live House 
Chamber Feed’s chyron for the period from 1:20 PM to 2:40 PM 
EST. 
 

 Research further shows that the reported “5 deaths” were each 
the result of unrelated medical circumstances and not Siege 
Violence, thus it would be helpful to have proof that “Riots left 5 
dead” of non-medical circumstances, or retractions from 
journalists and their organizations. 

 

Facts Recap: Joint / House of Representatives’ Chamber Live Feed’s video 1,2,3 
evidence Live on 6/1/2021 and associated live tweets.  What we know from official 
Live Feeds, Tweet evidence on 1/6/2021 about WHO is responsible for “The Siege” that 
has served to re-impeach Donald J Trump. 

Section 10: 

Establishing a forensic timeline of “the Siege” 1.06.2021 for The Joint 
Session/Split for Deliberations. 

A) Mike Pence gaveled the Joint Session to order just after 1PM EST on 1/6/2021 

B.) Pelosi gaveled into order the split House Chamber at 1:20 PM EST for separated 
FORENSIC CONCLUSIONS:  Section 10A thru Section 10E - 

Forensic Conclusions:  



 The “Violent Breach” occurred before 11:30 AM EDT per tweets. 
   

 The shots were fired abt 10:45-11:45, per a variety of Tweets 
sent that day. 
 

 Notham sent backup, according to him, about 12:25 PM EDT 
after speaking to Pelosi and Schumer.  
 

 An admittance was effected / “second breach” was witnessed 
about 12:53 PM EDT at the front of the building, as a group of 
pedestrians walking were allowed in by law enforcement and 
followed in line between the red velvet rope restraints in place 
inside the bldg: this was a secondary / peaceful entry into the 
building. 
 

 Pelosi’s office  “breached” reported via press tweets at 12:55 PM 
EDT: by an “intruder”.(At 12:55 PM EST a photo is sent in a 
tweet of a person sitting at Pelosi’s desk, with a discarded flag, a 
cell phone, and his feet up. Several Tweets go out showing this 
12:55 photo. ) 
 

 Pence gavels in the Joint Session just after 1:00 PM EST. Pelosi 
was on the Dais with him, instructing on the limits to the number 
of member’s allowed to be on the floor of the Chamber “due to 
Covid”. There was zero Public notice given by Pelosi or anyone 
else during the Gavel-in by either Pence(1:03 PM EST)  or Pelosi  
(1:20 PM EST) of any disturbance. 
 

 Tweets went out from Dems calling for Trump to denounce the 
rioting, beginning before the Joint Session, and continuing until 
as late as 1:10 PM while the President was still 35 minutes away 
at the Ellipse Stage, addressing the citizens assembled & 
continuing to listen to him speaking to them. 
 

 No speaker took the Ellipse stage between 11AM EST and 12:05 
PM EST. The throng waited in place. No announcements were 
made until the one introducing to onlookers the President of the 
United States. 
 



 President Trump spoke on the Stage at the Ellipse from 12:05 
PM EST until 1:17 PM, ergo “Trump Supporters” were elsewhere 
engaged during the bulk of the “Siege”. 
 

 The Ellipse stage by 1:20 PM EDT still  had a full throng of1 
Million+ viewers filling the space between the Washington 
Monument and the White House and westward, waiting to hear 
the President speak to them. From there to the Capitol Bldg is 35 
minutes for a person walking alone. 
 

 The AZ Electors were contested in the Alphabet reading to the 
Joint Session which had begun at 1:03, , and at 1:15 Pence 
divided the Senate from the House for deliberations in separate 
chambers of the Capitol Bldg..at 1:20 PM EST Nancy Pelosi 
gaveled to order the separated House Chamber for 
deliberations.  Still no public notification to the members of the 
“disturbance”. 
 

 The Ellipse Stage closed at 1:20-1:30.  “Trump Supporters” 
would not have arrived at the Capitol Building before 1:55 – 2:00 
unless ALL who went Ran the full 1.5 mile distance. 
  

 No informants/secret service/ NG/ Military/etc ever took the 
stage from 11:00AM EST -1:20 PM EST or after., including during 
the President’s addressing the people for the entirety of his 
speech. Ergo, the president remained unaware of the “Siege” 
until after 1:20 PM when the President had just left the stage and 
the crowd had not begun to disperse. 
 

 The Chyron in the House Chamber Live Feed on 1/06/2021, 
carried by others including RSBN, was being manipulated with 
selective headlines. 
 

 The House Chamber was in recess Twice between 2:20 and 2:40: 
 

 Nancy Pelosi had a remnant stack of Access Passes on her desk 
as of 12:55 PM EDT. 
 



 Once, when the audio &  eed went dead after Pelosi had left the 
Speakers Chair Podium unannounced; Again, after the AZ Rep 
finished his remarks following the live-feed return from “dead 
Air”/recess card viewed on the Live Feed 6 minutes earlier. 
 

 There was never a comment from either the house or senate 
podiums about unauthorized people being in the chambers or 
even in the Capitol Building during any Chamber Live Feed at 
any time. Timestamped Real-time Tweets are the source 
evidence for ALL of those reports. 
 

 Pelosi in the days that followed based her Impeachement drive 
solely on the days’ events 1/06/2021. 
 

 This drive occurred not based on investigation, but on 
disinformation as reported by various well-placed Media reports, 
outlets, professional associates of hers, and journalists either 
unaware of or manipulative of the facts as stated here.  
 

 This adds to Speaker Pelosi’s opportunities and motives for 
culpability in the events of the day. 
 

 It would be further helpful to know the source of the Live House 
Chamber Feed’s chyron for the period from 1:20 PM to 2:40 PM 
EDT. 
 

 Research further shows that the reported “5 deaths” were each 
the result of unrelated medical circumstances and not Siege 
Violence, thus it would be helpful to have proof that “Riots left 5 
dead” of non-medical circumstances, or retractions from 
journalists and their organizations. 

 Representatives’ Chamber Deliberations. 

C) Associated tweets sent out during “the Siege” belie the claim that 

   “Trump Supporters stormed the Capitol” forcing “Shelter in place” of federal 
lawmakers 

forcibly interrupting the GOP’s objection to the battleground states’ Electoral 
Counts. 

 



D) Final afternoon recess of the House Chamber was not called until 2:40 PM, over 
3 hours 

     after violence first erupted/was responded to. 
 
 

Begin section 10A: 

10A Video 1-RSBN/Live Chamber Feed of 6/1/2021 proceedings as Evidence 

 

Joint Session first began @1:03,  (Video link evidence/RSBN citation: 

1:03 PM EST – the Joint Session feed begins –  

 

Video from RSBN shows 3 seconds of the 1:37:07 live feed is on the video now. 

BELOW: 

The Chyrons disappears: 
Pence reads the rules – 1:06 PM – 3 mins 31 seconds into the Live Feed. 



 

Alabama’s vote count is read finidhed by 1:10 PM, 7 mins into the Live Feed: 

 

 

Amy Klobuchar reads the certificate from the stte of Arizona at 1:12 PM EST,  

9 mins into the Live Feed per the Live Feed, notice: 

 



No Chiron. 

1:14 PM into the Live Feed, State of AZ objection is read into the record… 

..Joint Session, 11 minutes into the live feed: 

 

…still no Chyron at 11 Minutes in to the feed. 

Pence Orders to split the house and senate into their separate 

 chambers: 1:14 PM, 11:47 into the Live Feed. 

  

Klobuchar (3) exits… we see (1) Pence move off the Dais, 

 and (2) Pelosi remains at Speaker of the House p[osition, 

 appx 12 and a half minutes into the live feed. 



 

…as the Feed view changes momentarily an d then changes back:  

Pelosi stalls for 3 mins , no crowd around the Dais or the door on 

 her right (LH side of pic) one person exiting the door on her left 

 (RHSide of frame) Lady in blue stenographer. 

 15 and a half mins into the Live Feed. 1:18 PM EST 

 

1:20 PM –separated sessions begin, RSBN feed from the House Chamber.  

Unable to find Senate Chamber feed from Congressional cameras..scrubbed. 

 



 

     Speaker Pelosi opens her mike, gavels in, and begins to address the separated 

 session of the Representatives re objection to Az certification of electors @ 1:20 PM, 

 per RSBN coverage using Capital House Chamber Feed, 17 and a half minutes into 

 the feed….; senators had exited after the objection was entered. Previously in this 

 video during the joint Session (see above), Amy Klobuchar was selected to read the 

 AZ Certification to the joint session. 

 

Joint Session first began @1:03,  (Video link evidence/citation:) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6wRKZFBFeQ  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6wRKZFBFeQ


Pelosi first recognizes Steve Scalise to speak for 2 minutes on the objection to the 

 AZ Electors. He has a whiteboard graphic of the constitution’s article II section 

 describing the Constitutional Process for selecting Electors admonishing the democrats 

 for the SEVERAL states in which either Secretaries of State or Governors denied the  

Constitutional process of the states’ Congressional Legislators having this responsibility 

 singularly. Rep Scalise shows publically that in the new congress, all Republicans  

and zero Democrats voted for election reform legislation: 

It is 1:27 PM EST, 24 minutes into the Live Feed. 

 

 

He speaks for just under two minutes,  



 

and is applauded after leaving his podium…doors are clear, 

 time is @1:28 PM. Various members of the house of 

 Representatives speak for two minutes each, until:  

 

@1:45 PM ET: 



43 minutes (42:54) into the House Chamber Feed, being broadcast 

 by RSBN, the time counter from the Capitol feed is eliminated,  

(note: the Chyron re-appears: 

Below, 43:02 feed length = 1:46 PM EST. This still from the video is abt @1:46 PM 
EST.  

 this is 43 minutes into the feed. Still no Chron.  

(NOTE/SEE BELOW: 30 mins later the Chyron informs of a conflict at BLM Plaza. 
 1:46 PM EST+ 30 mins = 2:16 PM…see “BLM PLAZA Insert”) 

 

the blanking of timestamp continues… 43:02 feed length = 1:46 PM EST.  

 (Note: Below,  

7 minute later at 50: Minutes into the feed, the Chyron has returned, Time stamp has 
not. 

 Chyron reads “REPORT: PENCE DOESN’T  
BELIEVE HE HAS THE POWER TO BLOCK CERTIFICATION REPORT 
” the time this notice is fed to the Chyron is abt 1:53 PM EST. ) 



 

At this time it becomes Public Knowledge that Pence will NOT vote for the Blocking. 

At 51:40, (1:55 PM EST) this gentleman above is finished, and the Colorado Freshman 
in 

Red/ Female Rep is about to speak. Chyron references the “Million Moron March” 

 



The Chyron announces kimmell mocking the Million Morons March.  The Colo. Rep is  

eventually interrupted by shouts, Pelosi has to call order From above calculations, the 
time 

 is about 1:55 PM EST (51 minutes into the feed) 

(NOTE: 30 mins after the Chyron re-appears,(@1:46PM EST) the Chyron 
 will inform of a conflict at BLM Plaza, w/estimated report time =2:15 PM EST 
 

See below: At 1:13:17 minutes into the feed, the Chyron now plainly shows 

 “Trump Supporters” are “blocked from BLM Plaza”    : 

 

Chyron shows COPS/BLM PLAZA /TRUMP protestors,  

>>>INSERT re BLM Plaza / Chyron notice re TRUMP supporters 
At 1:13:17 minutes into the feed, the Chyron shows “trump Supporters” are “blocked 
from BLM Plaza”    NOTE: at least a 12 minute walk from the rally , AWAY from the 
Capitol Bldg, to BLM Park: 



 
“VIOLENCE BREAKS OUT” –  

 
above pic is showing how 4 mins later in the feed the  
Chamber feed/RSBN’s Video clock returns, reading  
2:20 PM EST / 1:17:19 mins into the 
House Chamber Video Feed to RSBN Network, below: 

 
4 mins later clock returns/chyron gone, “recess” announced on screen feed. 

…by subtracting the  1:13:17 feed-time from the 1:17:19 
feed-time at the 2:20 PM ET mark , 
we find this item hit the chyron @ 2:16 PM EST on the afternoon 
 of 1/6/2021Reference Below, & the Map above shows Trump Rally  
site at the Ellipse to BLM Plaza = 12 minute walk est w/no crowds.) 

 



>>>END INSERT 
 

 

**(NOTE: go to bottom section to read BLM park conflicts Raw Data Links: (show 
conflicts were Jan 5th, not 6th) 

 

By 1:14 mins into the broadcast, as the Republican Rep from AZ is speaking, while 
reading his presentation he calls on Madam Speaker Pelosi for order in the chamber, 
looks up, but she is not there….. Video began at 1:03 PM EST, time now is apx. 2PM 
EST. 



 

and has to correct himself. Notice the Chyron: a Sexual Abuse reference. 

Fast fwd to 1:15:30 minutes into the chamber live feed/ RSBN Coverage:  

Disturbance in the Gallery upstairs…

 

..still no Timestamp on the feed. By the 1:16:00 mark, the Chamber feed’s speakers go 
out and RSBN’s video has no sound: 



 

..a minute later once the Chamber feed goes dark, this appears onscreen, 

  

…and the RSBN timestamp of coverage from the Chamber feed is back.  Reads: @2:20 
PM. It has been exactly one hour since 1:20 PM EST when Pelosi first gaveled in the 
separated House of Representatives session to hear Electoral objections. At 1:17:20 
into the live feed, there are 20 minutes left until the feed ends at 1:37:17. 



The screen is in freeze mode above, the feed clock continues to run toward the 1:37:17 
finish. 

BUT … 6 mins later at 2:26 PM EST pnm the clock, the Chamber feed RESTARTS 
AGAIN… as shown in the RSBN Broadcast video freeze-frame below of the Chamber 
Feed from the House: 

 

This is one hour and 23 minutes into the Capitol/House Chamber feed… on the RSBN 
video….the AZ Republican is there at his podium in the re-start/replay… feed seems to 
be restarting from when he first notices that Madam Speaker Pelosi is not there and is 
asking for order in the chamber. 

He finishes his remarks, and is told from the chair, “Without objection the house is going 
to go back into recess” this occurs at 2:30 on the House Feed timestamp:  

 

On the left of this capture, a number of those present point at a 



different area than in the frame above.  There are still 11 minutes  

to go in the feed (1:26:51-1:37:17) The video from the Live Feed 

 at the Capitol from the House Chamber ends… 

 the Timestamp reads 2:40 PM EST. 

 

 

So the Live Feed began at 1:03 PM, chambers split was accomplished 

uneventfully at 1:20 PM. BLM Park clash was reported at 2:16 pm, 

By 2:40 PM the House was “again” in recess.  

 

Section 10B VIDEO2: EVIDENCE of the Stage At Ellipse Plaza, CH 3 Video: 

.>>>Logistics Insert: 

 logistics evidence(photographic) for a migration from the Ellipse rally to the capitol 
bldg..: 

This (below)is a shot of the Ellipse: showing the mass of rally-goers assembled 
To hear President Trump speak to the citizens for possibly the 
Last public rally to be held for them: a map below shows it is 
a 35 minute walk to the Capitol Bldg. without contending with 
a throng several times larger than a normal event: 



 

Going from the Rally, via BLM Park, to the Capitol Building, is almost 
An hour walk..see the map below.  The Rally-Goers number an estimated 
One million people.  By numbers and timing, it is already unlikely that 
Pedestrians involved in the BLM clash had either originated at the 
“Save America” Rally; or went on from there to the Capitol “siege”, 
Having been inspired by listening to President Trump’s hour long 
address to these American citizens, as Pelosi contends. 



 

 

 

 

President Trump tweet from Twitter Suspended acct – Arrow mine. 



 

More snips of THE ELLIPSE CROWD 1/06/2021 Source:  

a 3rd video: https://youtu.be/L2ejCZvJpMk 

https://youtu.be/L2ejCZvJpMk


       

 

>>>>End Logistics insert. 

 

>>>Characterization /Timing Insert: 

Source: https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/photos-dc-braces-for-
conflict-as-trump-supporters-descend-on-the-capitol/2529596/  

https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/photos-dc-braces-for-conflict-as-trump-supporters-descend-on-the-capitol/2529596/
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/photos-dc-braces-for-conflict-as-trump-supporters-descend-on-the-capitol/2529596/


Snips from above link: 
..article/1/05/21 photo references BLM ACTIVISTS. 

 The Metropolitan Police Department is expecting a crowd larger than at two pro-
Trump events in D.C. last year. The D.C. National Guard will assist with crowd 
management and traffic control, officials said Monday…. 

 Photos from Tuesday show throngs of pro-Trump fans waving flags at Freedom 
Plaza…. 

 In the early hours of Wednesday morning, crowds started to converge on the 

Capitol,  
 some praying together in groups.  
 Some arrived as early as 3 a.m. in order to see Trump speak at the Save 

America rally on the Ellipse at 11 a.m. … 

>>>end Characterization /Timing Insert 

 
BEGIN 
Section 10B VIDEO 2 – Ch3 evidence live feed: Ellipse Stage Jan 6 2021  
 
The below live feed can be found at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ru0LbdU1oOQ&t=4s 

 
Notice there is no mention of “trump supporters” and that the Video description for this 
 live feed tells the viewer that President Trump’s speech was to be at 11AM EST. 
text description by Channel 3 above reading from between  “Hundreds of people”  
and “in support of” may have been added after the live feed: Unknown.  

https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/dc-national-guard-to-respond-to-pro-trump-protests-this-week/2528488/
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/president-trumps-supporters-to-protest-in-dc-as-congress-certifies-electoral-college-vote/2530914/
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/president-trumps-supporters-to-protest-in-dc-as-congress-certifies-electoral-college-vote/2530914/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ru0LbdU1oOQ&t=4s


 
This Ch 3 video (snips below) shows irrefutable evidence that President Trump 
began 
 his address long after the expected / advertised / published 11AM starting time  
which the media, journalists, Pelosi & unknown “Siege” planners had expected 
Wed 1/6. 
 
CH 3 Live Feed – 1/06/2021 
from The Ellipse Stage in Washington DC where the Save America Rally ws held. 
This capture below at 3:48 begins as Rudy Giuliani, speaking just before Trump is 
 scheduled, has left the stage after speaking to the crowd of rally-goers. 
(See more of actual crowd photos below)  

 
 

NEXT: 

See below screen capture of this video…. 
NOTICE:  The Feed has been running for over an hour, 
 (1:01 = 1 hour of feed has run…one hour out of the 2:20 total live feed run time) 
At 1:01 into the feed, Trump has not yet taken the stage, despite the video stating 
 he would begin at noon…see above caption for this channel.  
 ALSO note: there are ZERO Trump flags in this crowd shot.  NONE.   



 

 

 

BELOW: a minute later into the feed, at almost 1:03: President Trump has been 

 announced on the loud-speaker system, and has taken the Ellipse stage…. 

This second video feed has run for more than an hour, the viewing camera has zoomed 
in. 
It’s been an hour since Giuliani left the stage. During the interim, there were 
 no additional speakers at the mike.  We can assume the feed started a few  
minutes before the advertized 11:00 AM EST start of President Trump’s address. Thus 
the 
 



 
below feed time suggests the President takes the stage at an estimated 12:05 PM EST. 
BELOW: Camera zooms in even closer, trump waves during a lengthy ovation: 

  

 

According to several eyewitness attendees, President Trump begins speaking at about 

12:05 PM EST, corroborating the above estimate. BELOW: the video feed has been live  



for an hour by the video-feed timestamp 2:06:07 below, the President has continued  

speaking uninterrupted for an hour.  The Time in DC is abt 1:05 PM EST. 

  

 

 

So, an hour into the Live feed, at the 2:06:07 live-feed mark, President Trump is still 
busy speaking to the American People: the Live Feed camera  is still Zoomed in.  
The time is appx 12:05 PM EST in this above shot of his speech. This shot is 
replicated 
 in the CSPAN video of the Senate Chamber live feed, (see Sec 10D, re Vid 3 below) 
 

BELOW: 4 minutes later at 2:09 PM EST, the live chat from the video replay reports  
the break-in at the Capitol Building 35 minutes away, of which the President himself 
 is not informed…President Trump continues talking uninterrupted.  



 

Thus, we learn the public viewing video 2 were informed of “The Siege” at 1:10 PM. The 
President is clearly in the midst of addressing the citizens still when the news is fed to 
this viewing public. (NOTE: There has been no mention of BLM plaza.)  

 

7 mins later (see below screen capture of the feed from Video2)the speech concludes.   

BELOW: 

President Trump spoke for another Ten full minutes, until the 2:16 timestamp on the 
feed: 
he  paces the stage waving to the crowd:  



 

At the end of the President’s address, the live feed had been running 2:16:49 – 
(President 
Trump began at about 12:05 PM EST and spoke/remained on the Ellipse stage 
 until 1:15 PM EST, for over an hour. When the video ended at 1:15 PM EST, 
 the 2:20 mark in the feed counter, two hours and 20 minutes into the feed, the crowd 
 was still in place) remember the rally-goers’ location in relation to the Capitol Building: 
 

The below shot from Video 2 (the CH 3 Video) at 2:18 into the feed, or  
Two minutes later into the feed than the above shot: the camera back-zooms / scans 
 toward Pennsylvania ave, the crowd is still unmoving toward the Capitol Building:  



 

NOTE: At the 2:20 minute feed time marker video 2 ends.  
It is estimated to be about 1:20 PM EST at the 2:20 marker  
when the video ends, based on reports that the President 
 arrived to speak well after his announced 11 AM start,  
much later than expected, and did not begin speaking until  
at least 5 minutes after 12:00 PM EST. 
 

Below: The crowd is still in place as the video 2 ends: 



 

MAP below Shows it is At least a 35 mins walk, without a crowd, from the Washington 

 Monument to the Capitol Bldg, it can be assumed other routes from the Ellipse to the  

Capitol Building would result in a similar individual walking time calculation.  The rally 

Feed from Video 2 closed at 1:20 PM EST. A single individual leaving the ellipse at the 

 end of the President’s address would arrive at the Capitol Building at about 2 pm. 



 
 

BEGIN Section 10C: Tweet Evidence from 1/06/2021 pertainingto “the 
Siege”: 

President Trump was scheduled to begin his address at 11:00 AM 1.5-2 miles away, 
 With 1 million or more Citizens waiting at the Ellipse to hear him speak.  The 
Assailants are deemed “Trump Supporters” via tweets due to flags, threats, & dress. 
 
SAMPLE TWEETS BELOW:  
( sent from 1/06/2021 @appx 10:45 AM thru  @1:15 PM EST as 
The address by President Trump to his supporters  
was concluding at The Ellipse during the public Save America rally) 
 
10:46 AM – 11:48 AM “Breach” and “Shots Fired” reported via tweets. 

 



  

 

Also see Rep Luria: from: 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/sheltering-from-the-mob-the-view-from-jewish-
lawmakers-under-siege-in-congress/ 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/sheltering-from-the-mob-the-view-from-jewish-lawmakers-under-siege-in-congress/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/sheltering-from-the-mob-the-view-from-jewish-lawmakers-under-siege-in-congress/


 

Actual Breach occurs at about 11:30 AM EST: 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

SEC 10C Contd: 

At abt 12:00 PM EST tweets reported that a Shelter In Place was in effect:  



 

 



 



 

 

by 12:30 PM the PA Governor announces the NG is being deployed, 

Appx 1 hour after the Breach occurs. 

 

SEC 10C Contd: 

Biden, Schumer & Pelosi coordinate their tweets (below).   



Keep in mind that the President is speaking at Ellipse  Stage 
at this time, and a half hour LATER the Joint Session begins. 

 

 

The Time Frame problem begins: below, it is reported that a breach occurs by 
Trump supporters at appx 12:55: 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

3 minutes After the Joint Session is gaveled in by Pence and begins, Biden 

tweets: 

(SCRUBBED from twitter no longer avail to play as of 1/27/21) 

 



This tweet (above)was created with a video of a taped statement included, so was likely 
created a minimum of 5 minutes before posting – probably more. Unclear at this writing, 
as the tweet has been scrubbed from twitter. 

This Biden tweet (below…apparently scrubbed by/from Twitter as of 1/27/21) is co-
ordinated to have been sent at the exact time that the Live Feed from the House 
Chamber (RSBN Video 1) first goes mute and then dead for 6 minutes. See Section 
10A Above 

 

SEC 10C Cont’d: 

 
SOURCES of above tweet captures: Twitter screen captures, saved on various dates 
1/6/21-1/20/21.  Also: 
Some of the above tweets were snipped from / can be found here: (as of 10AM EST 
1/27/2021 still accessible) 
https://www.elitedaily.com/p/tweets-from-the-us-capitol-during-the-attempted-coup-are-
a-frightening-read-54517239 ...with the accompanying article offering the below lead-in 
text as the false “Narrative” that would serve for the basis, carried by all MSM Outlets it 
seems,   
of the Pelosi-led “Impeachment “ of President Trump for inciting a Riotous Insurgency / 
Coup on 1/06/2016 by his remarks… 
    

https://www.elitedaily.com/p/tweets-from-the-us-capitol-during-the-attempted-coup-are-a-frightening-read-54517239
https://www.elitedaily.com/p/tweets-from-the-us-capitol-during-the-attempted-coup-are-a-frightening-read-54517239


 

FACTS RECAP 10C: 

One tweeted breach was reported at 11:30 AM EST 

One tweeted breach was witnessed  at 12:53 PM EST 

NO tweets re BLM Violence Jan 6th, as reported on the House live feed Chyron in 
section 10A above. 



Q: who types / runs theChron on the Live Feed from the House Chamber? Who 
controlled it 1/6? 

 

>>>Note Insert: wikipedia says :” 2:38 p.m.: President Trump tweets,  
"Please support our Capitol Police and Law Enforcement. They are truly on the side of our Country. 
Stay peaceful!"[15]   Unable to corroborate, as Twitter closed Trump’s account via suspension.” This is 
2 mins before/ concurrent with the 2:40 final House Recess notice from Sec 10A /video 1/RSBN 
teleplay of the House Chamber Live Feed. 

>>>End Note Insert. 
 
BELOW: >>> Forensic Analysis Twitter Purge. 

FORENSIC RECAP TWITTER PLATFORM ANALYSIS: for Sec 10C 

Re: TWITTER PURGE AFTER THE “TRUMP RIOTS” / “TRUMP-
TERRORIST SIEGE OF THE CAPITOL BLDG” 
 

 The Jan 6-8 Twitter Platform subsequent “purge” was coordinated and 
targeted at accounts that: 
 

 A.) were relaying eyewitness accounts of the Ellipse Rally & riot aftermath 
in real time. 
 

 B.) sharing info on the “Save America March” to the Capitol vs BLM Park, 
“Siege”, Etc., 
 

 C.) Discussing the Ellipse Rally / Presidents Speech was Delayed over an 
hour from 12 PM EST,  
 

 D.) Proved via photos & Videos the Peaceful Nature of the Real-time Trump 
Supporters entering the Capitol bldg. far later than any “breach”, & walked 
thru the front door peacefully admitted by law enforcement. 
 

 E.) carried on Discussions of events continuing during the week, before 
and after 1/6/21 Joint Session,  via “Stop the Steal” hash-tags: discussions 
which threatened to expose the coordination between Media and 
Pelosi/Dem Leadership to conflate the “Capitol Breach”, the “Capitol 
Riots”, the “Trump Terrorists Siege” etc. 
 

 F.) would have exposed via Public Twitter remarks the false Pelosi 
Impeachment grounds. 
 

 The current False Narrative about the Real Donald Trump account 
suspension & Twitter “Purge” is that Twitter “is silencing conservative 
voices” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_the_2021_storming_of_the_United_States_Capitol#cite_note-WaPo_ugliest-15


>>>End Forensic Analysis Twitter Purge. 

 

BEGIN Section 10D – third video evidence, CSPAN SENATE CHAMBER LIVE 
FEED VIDEOs:  

MAJOR conflict in video evidence of the house chamber BEFORE the 1:03 PM Pence 
Gavel to order for the Joint Session: 

Watch Here, https://www.c-span.org/video/?421273-1/us-senate-morning-business  as 
opposed to the below referenced CSPAN video of the Live Feed, a completely different 
Senate speaker comes to the chair after the speech by the Chaplain, and gavels the 
Senators out to go join the House of Representative to begin the Joint Session of 
Congress in order to confirm the Electoral Vote: 

                                                                                                                                                         : no "LIVE" Label  

     on this copy / 3:44 version of CSpan coverage as Senate moves to the House for Joint Session 1/6/21 

 

 
(NOTE: the Clerk statement isn’t read into the record above, is not featured/ does not 
comment on a jan 5th sealed letter sent via the Senate Secretary from the President to 
the Senate President in the above clip.,,.) 

 

https://www.c-span.org/video/?421273-1/us-senate-morning-business


In this Below clip: https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session  
    the chaplain speaks as in the one above, but then  others, including the Clerk, 
enteres into the record that:  

 

… from https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session  

The Secretary of the Senate wants to deliver a Sealed Envelope from the President into 
the record.  No comments before or after regarding this are recorded. The CSPAN 
video references the @2:39 mark on the live feed where this entry begins, is signed by 
“Julie Adams Secretary of the Senate” and  carries to the 3:19 mark:from CSpan 
Video’s Captioning Record: 

 

The source for the above is found at : https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-
session  

https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session
https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session
https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session
https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session


: 

This is a Transcript of the clerk addressing the Senate on the matter of the Sealed 
Envelope: 

 

00:02:39 

 

 THE CLERK  

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT, ON TUESDAY, JANUARY 5, 2021, THE PRESIDENT OF THE 

UNITED STATES SENT BY MESSENGER THE ATTACHED SEALED ENVELOPE 

ADDRESSED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE, DATED JANUARY 5, 2021, SAID TO 

CONTAIN A MESSAGE REGARDING ADDITIONAL STEPS ADDRESSING THE THREATS 

POSED BY APPLICATIONS AND OTHER SOFTWARE DEVELOPED OR CONTROLLED BY 

CHINESE COMPANIES. THE SENATE NOT BEING IN SESSION ON THE DAY ON WHICH 

THE PRESIDENT DELIVERED THE MESSAGE, I ACCEPTED THE MESSAGE AT 5:00 P.M. 

AND I NOW PRESENT TO YOU THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE WITH THE ACCOMPANYING 

PAPERS FOR DISPOSITION BY THE SENATE. RESPECTFULLY JULIE A. ADAMS, 

SECRETARY OF THE SENATE.  

 

 

 

 

https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session
https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session
https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session
https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session
https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session
https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session
https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session
https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session
https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session
https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session
https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session
https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session
https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session
https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session
https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session
https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session
https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session
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C-SPAN video of the Senate Chamber LIVE FEED / COVERAGE: 

Different entirely than the one referenced above (3:44 min feed) purportedly for the 
same time/session. The BELOW cut is a 27:46 long feed. WATCH HERE: 

https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session  
This cut omits the Clerk entry about the Secretary of the Senate Julie A. Adams –  & 
see section 10E Below) 

At first, CSpan is on the Live Senate Chamber Feed, announcing off-camera the 
impending walk by Senators to the House Chamber to join the Representatives for the 
Joint Session of Congress: this capture below is from @17: 31 on the CSPAN Live 
Chamber Feed from the Senate Capitol Bldg Chamber. 

 

Suddenly, 14 seconds later, @17:47 the CSPAN live feed picks up President Trump 
mid-address at the Save America rally which began at 12:05 on the stage built at the 
Ellipse in front of the White House: this CSPAN video is INACCURATE despite the “live” 
Label. 

https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session


 

(note: is this clip above  when/where/how  CSPAN spliced in the above 3:30 video with 
only the Chaplain and the gavel-out of the pre-joint Senate session?) 

In Reality, the joint session was gaveled in just after 1:00 PM EST in the House 
Chamber in the Capitol Building. In Reality, President Trump’s address at the Ellipse 
stage began at about 12:05 PM and continued until just before 1:20 PM when the Save 
America rally concluded. In Reality, after 15 minutes or so from Pence starting the Joint 
Session by gavel @1:03 PM EST, the split session was announced & the House 
Chamber, without senators, was gaveled to order by Speaker Pelosi  @1:20 PM EST 
per the House Chamber Live Feed from the Capitol Building. CSPAN has their video 
marked “Live” however. 

 

 

4 minutes later in the feed @21:30 a split screen appears just before President Trump’s 
address disappears and the Senate announces the Senate is to proceed to the House 
Chamber for the joint session to begin.: 



 

The CSPAN video returns to single screen @ 21.41 minutes into their feed, labeled 
“LIVE”, invokes Audio, and shows Lankford calling on the Senate to join the house:

 

Why are there two versions of the Chaplain then the Senate chamber directed to go join 
the House chamber? 



Where re the video’s of the Jan 6th SENATE CHAMBER Live Feed of disturbances 
between 1:20 PM EST and 2:40PM EST as there are for the House? 

Who feeds the Chyron to the House Live Video Feeds?   

 

SECTION 10E: additional evidence/data: 

**1)More on BLM Plaza Conflict: 

 Searching 1/6/2021 returns no info on that date/relating to that date. Reports show a 
conflict there Jan 5th.  On Jan 5th, the Save America Rally had a stage built in Freedom 
Plaza, NOT BLM Park, for pre-rally activities and comments. 

**(NOTE: BLM park Raw Data Links: (below links show conflicts were Jan 5th, not 
6th) 

 
Pro-Trump protesters clash with police, larger demonstrations ... 
www.bizjournals.com › washington › news › 2021/01/06 
 
www.bizjournals.com › washington › news › 2021/01/06 

Jan 6, 2021 — Updated Jan 6, 2021, 11:19am EST. Protesters of the presidential 
election clashed with police near Black Lives Matter Plaza and the ... 

 



Event Stage was built/Tuesday Rally 1/05/2021 was held in 40 degrees  

@ Freedom Plaza, over half a mile away walking distance from BLM Park: 

 
 

Photos: DC Braces for Conflict as Trump Supporters Descend ... 

www.nbcwashington.com › news › local › photos-dc-b... 

 

www.nbcwashington.com › news › local › photos-dc-b... 

1. Cached 

Jan 5, 2021 — The Metropolitan Police Department is expecting a crowd larger than at 
two ... near Black Lives Matter plaza in Washington, DC on January 5, 2021, on the 
eve ... effort to overturn the results before Congress finalizes them on January 6. ... 
Images) WASHINGTON, DC – JANUARY 05: US Park Police officers ... 

 

https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/photos-dc-braces-for-conflict-as-trump-supporters-descend-on-the-capitol/2529596/
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/photos-dc-braces-for-conflict-as-trump-supporters-descend-on-the-capitol/2529596/
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/photos-dc-braces-for-conflict-as-trump-supporters-descend-on-the-capitol/2529596/
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/photos-dc-braces-for-conflict-as-trump-supporters-descend-on-the-capitol/2529596/
https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:s7bGtZvO3B4J:https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/photos-dc-braces-for-conflict-as-trump-supporters-descend-on-the-capitol/2529596/+&cd=2&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us


Post-it PHOTO EVIDENCE – TWEETS: 

Section 10E – Cont’d 

2) add’l evidence re: Pelosi/office Breach: 

ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE OF INTENTIONAL MISREPRESENTATION OF THE 
“SIEGE” by Pelosi / Schumer / Biden / misc others incl Press members…: 

1) Re” the reported “Intruder in Pelosi’s Office” as part of the Breach 

..if he’s sitting there at the 12:55 tweet, Phone in his right hand (later reported “lost”) 
then exactly who took the photo below at the same time that is on Alexis’s tweet??  Why 
is there a stack of Floor Access Passes pictured in plain view on Pelosi’s desk as well, 
which are dated for the “siege” 1/6/2021? WHERE is Pelosi at this time? The Joint 
Session is gaveled in after 1PM, is she safely in the House Chamber now?  WHY is 
there an “intruder” in her office at the same time, being photographed by the press??  
WHY does congress remain in session for the next HOUR and 10 minutes?  



 

 

     2.) Access Pass evidence: Pelosi’s desk 

 



 

ALSO:  

3.) In further close-up captures we see Photo-discrepancies based on tweet 
time 

 



 
stamps, and  Pelosi’s desk-post-itsPhone and Access passes circled. 

NOTE: The Pelosi DESK photo has SAME TWEET STAMP as the “Intruder” photo  – 
how was this photo taken over the positioning of the Intruder in the Lizza photo-tweet 
sent at the same time?  Did the “intruder” take it? Was it taken earlier than 12:55 on the 
“intruder phone” and it came to be possessed by Lizza and Alexis? Did someone else 
take it after the fact, making these tweets NON-concurrent with the Intruder photo, yet 
tweets were later coordinated between Lizza and Alexis??  Was hehe “intruder” 
photographed there much earlier than the photo-tweets? Was he instructed to go there 
in order to pick-up Access Passes??? WHY is his phone missing in subsequent reports 
of the Intruder arrest, when it is clearly in hand in the 12:55 co-odinated Lizza photo?  

4.)Conclusion: Members of the press appear to have coordinated some tweets, 
also. 

why at the 12:55 photo tweet of the desk above, is there also a note on Pelosi’s desk 
“LeftHandOfBuilding” (LHOB) to “block off new WH eXit UnderGrouNd DC tracks”? 

(WHx UGN) (dciTracks) below this entry, does it read “(5 PM)”?? or (5
TH

)?  (Enlarged 

Below) 



 

5.) Notating “Electoral College”, speaker’s private rooms “Board of Education 
H128” & “Distribution of flags January 4th Or…” 



 Distribution of flags Jan 4th or” … 

    Why are Room Numbers listed on the LHSide of the note?? Whose offices are those if 

any? WHY are there access passes laid out on the desk in front of the phone….at the desk 

where the intruder is sitting? Who was expected to be in those rooms at this time? Why is 

she distributing flags on jan 4th
 
or….?? 

  
6.) The “Julie “ Note: (See post-it Photo Evidence Below: … (? referencing Julie 
Adams, Senate Secretary, see Video 3 CSPAN evidence above in Section 10D…) from 
Pelosi’s desk photos tweeted  at 12:55 on 1/06/21, and other 1/6/21 Pelosi Desk Photo 
w/ note references to Jan 4th & Jan 5th) 

 

 "Julie" references Julie A Adams, 1/6/2021 Secretary of Senate & former McConnell staff member. 

Associated entry ; From above Section 10E:  

The below is a transcript of what WAS read into the Senate Session /Federal Record  
before the Senators are gaveled out to attend the Joint Session of Congress in the 
House of  
Representatives Chamber, to join in Certification & counting of the Electoral Votes.’ 



.. 
“SAID TO CONTAIN”….????????????????? 

The source for the above is found at : https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-
session  

 

Misc. points of fact: Evidence in Sec 10A-10E for the below: 

 NOTE: At 12:55 a person /“Intruder” was photographed sitting at Pelosi’s 
desk.  

 Live Feed coverage began at 1:03 PM EST: Pence gavels to order a Joint 
Session to certify the States Electors,  
(NOTE: begins after the Siege” drama/shots fired had finished? see Tweets 
Evidence below) 

 Chambers split was accomplished Uneventfully @1:14 PM EST,& 

 Pelosi gaveled in the House at 1:20 PM.  
NOTE: at 1:@0 Pelosi gavels the House to order for deliberations. 
NOTE: By 2PM..Pelosi has vacated the Speaker podium & does not return.  

 by 2:20 PM Interim recess reported via Chamber Video Pause  

 By 2:26 PM EST House Chamber back in session 

 By 2:40 PM the House was in” final” recess. 

 The Chyron: Thruout the feed it has been intermittently displayed. 

 The Time Clock: Thruout the feed in video1, it has been intermittently 
displayed. 
NOTE: 

 Chyron reads “REPORT: PENCE DOESN’T BELIEVE HE HAS THE POWER  
TO BLOCK CERTIFICATION REPORT” notice is fed to the 
 Chyron @ 1:53 PM EST.  

 1:54 PM police allow pedestrian access to Capitol, btn movie-theatre velvet 
ropes. 

 Chyron announces a “Conflict at BLM Plaza” @2:15 PM EST- no evidence 
of this. 

 

https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session
https://www.c-span.org/video/?507698-1/senate-session


SECTION 10F: FORENSIC CONCLUSIONS:   

Section 10A thru Section 10E - Forensic analysis of evidence:  

 The “Violent Breach” occurred before 11:30 AM EST per tweets. 
   

 The shots were fired abt 10:45-11:45, per a variety of Tweets 
sent that day. 
 

 Notham sent backup, according to him, about 12:25 PM EST 
after speaking to Pelosi and Schumer.  
 

 An admittance was effected / “second breach” was witnessed 
about 12:53 PM EST at the front of the building, as a group of 
pedestrians walking were allowed in by law enforcement and 
followed in line between the red velvet rope restraints in place 
inside the bldg: this was a secondary / peaceful entry into the 
building. 
 

 Pelosi’s office  “breached” reported via press tweets at 12:55 PM 
EST: by an “intruder”.(At 12:55 PM EST a photo is sent in a 
tweet of a person sitting at Pelosi’s desk, with a discarded flag, a 
cell phone, and his feet up. Several Tweets go out showing this 
12:55 photo. ) 
 

 Pence gavels in the Joint Session just after 1:00 PM EST. Pelosi 
was on the Dais with him, instructing on the limits to the number 
of member’s allowed to be on the floor of the Chamber “due to 
Covid”. There was zero Public notice given by Pelosi or anyone 
else during the Gavel-in by either Pence(1:03 PM EST)  or Pelosi  
(1:20 PM EST) of any disturbance. 
 

 Tweets went out from Dems calling for Trump to denounce the 
rioting, beginning before the Joint Session, and continuing until 
as late as 1:10 PM while the President was still 35 minutes away 
at the Ellipse Stage, addressing the citizens assembled & 
continuing to listen to him speaking to them. 
 

 No speaker took the Ellipse stage between 11AM EST and 12:05 
PM EST. The throng waited in place. No announcements were 



made until the one introducing to onlookers the President of the 
United States. 
 

 President Trump spoke on the Stage at the Ellipse from 12:05 
PM EST until 1:17 PM, ergo “Trump Supporters” were elsewhere 
engaged during the bulk of the “Siege”. 
 

 The Ellipse stage by 1:20 PM EST still  had a full throng of1 
Million+ viewers filling the space between the Washington 
Monument and the White House and westward, waiting to hear 
the President speak to them. From there to the Capitol Bldg is 35 
minutes for a person walking alone. 
 

 The AZ Electors were contested in the Alphabet reading to the 
Joint Session which had begun at 1:03, , and at 1:15 Pence 
divided the Senate from the House for deliberations in separate 
chambers of the Capitol Bldg..at 1:20 PM EST Nancy Pelosi 
gaveled to order the separated House Chamber for 
deliberations.  Still no public notification to the members of the 
“disturbance”. 
 

 The Ellipse Stage closed at 1:20-1:30 PM EST.  “Trump 
Supporters” would not have arrived at the Capitol Building 
before 1:55 – 2:00 unless ALL who went Ran the full 1.5 mile 
distance. 
  

 No informants/secret service/ NG/ Military/etc ever took the 
stage from 11:00AM EST -1:20 PM EST or after., including during 
the President’s addressing the people for the entirety of his 
speech. Ergo, the president remained unaware of the “Siege” 
until after 1:20 PM when the President had just left the stage and 
the crowd had not begun to disperse. 
 

 The Chyron in the House Chamber Live Feed on 1/06/2021, 
carried by others including RSBN, was being manipulated with 
selective headlines. 
 

 The House Chamber was in recess Twice between 2:20 and 2:40: 
 



 Nancy Pelosi had a remnant stack of Access Passes on her desk 
as of 12:55 PM EST. 
 

 Once, when the audio &  eed went dead after Pelosi had left the 
Speakers Chair Podium unannounced; Again, after the AZ Rep 
finished his remarks following the live-feed return from “dead 
Air”/recess card viewed on the Live Feed 6 minutes earlier. 
 

 There was never a comment from either the house or senate 
podiums about unauthorized people being in the chambers or 
even in the Capitol Building during any Chamber Live Feed at 
any time. Timestamped Real-time Tweets are the source 
evidence for ALL of those reports. 
 

 Pelosi in the days that followed based her Impeachement drive 
solely on the days’ events 1/06/2021. 
 

 This drive occurred not based on investigation, but on 
disinformation as reported by various well-placed Media reports, 
outlets, professional associates of hers, and journalists either 
unaware of or manipulative of the facts as stated here.  
 

 This adds to Speaker Pelosi’s opportunities and motives for 
culpability in the events of the day. 
 

 It would be further helpful to know the source of the Live House 
Chamber Feed’s chyron for the period from 1:20 PM to 2:40 PM 
EST. 
 

 Research further shows that the reported “5 deaths” were each 
the result of unrelated medical circumstances and not Siege 
Violence, thus it would be helpful to have proof that “Riots left 5 
dead” of non-medical circumstances, or retractions from 
journalists and their organizations. 

 

FORENSIC CONCLUSIONS ADDENDUM:  

Re: TWITTER PURGE AFTER THE “TRUMP RIOTS” / “TRUMP-
TERRORIST SIEGE OF THE CAPITOL BLDG” 



 

 The Jan 8 Twitter Platform subsequent “purge” was coordinated and targeted at 
accounts that: 
 

 A.) were relaying eyewitness accounts of the Ellipse Rally & riot aftermath in 
real time. 
 

 B.) sharing info on the “Save America March” to the Capitol vs BLM Park, 
“Siege”, Etc., 
 

 C.) Discussing the Ellipse Rally / Presidents Speech was Delayed over an hour 
from 12 PM EST,  
 

 D.) Proved via photos & Videos the Peaceful Nature of the Real-time Trump 
Supporters entering the Capitol bldg. far later than any “breach”, & walked thru 
the front door peacefully admitted by law enforcement. 
 

 E.) carried on Discussions of events continuing during the week, before and after 
1/6/21 Joint Session,  via “Stop the Steal” hash-tags: discussions which 
threatened to expose the coordination between Media and Pelosi/Dem 
Leadership to conflate the “Capitol Breach”, the “Capitol Riots”, the “Trump 
Terrorists Siege” etc. 
 

 F.) would have exposed via Public Twitter remarks the false Pelosi Impeachment 
grounds. 
 

 The current False Narrative about the Real Donald Trump account suspension & 
Twitter Purge is that Twitter “is silencing conservative voices” 
 

That’s it, that’s all I know. 

 
--Anon~ 
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